XXXI ISOES Conference
June 12-13, 2019

Timeline Chart including Publications

By March 18, 2019, abstracts (max. 350 words) are submitted using the online form (http://isoes.info/conference_abstract_form.html).

By April 1, 2019, submitters are notified by the ISOES Conference Committee if the abstract is Accepted or Rejected as a presentation topic.

By April 15, 2019, the submitter of an Accepted Presentation Topic must submit their Extended Abstract or Conference full paper.

By April 15, 2019, Tentative Agenda lists Accepted & Received Topics and Authors. Before April 15, Presenters and Attendees register and pay applicable fee (Early Registration if Before April 15 or Late Registration if After April 15, 2019) ISOES Registration – see http://www.isoes.info/conference_registration.html.

By May 15, 2019, Final Agenda of the XXXI ISOES Conference lists Topics and Authors in the appropriate technical track for the author(s) to present a 12 – 15 minute power point presentation. (NOTE: Final Agenda will list only authors/presenters that are fully paid for their appropriate registration.)

Publications:

A. ISOES Conference Proceedings
   - All of the conference submissions (if accepted and the appropriate registration paid) will be published in ISOES proceedings. The authors are also encouraged to submit their full length manuscripts to IJIE Special Issue, see below B.
   - The presenter finalizes their accepted abstract into either a Final Extended Abstract (max. 2 pages) or Final Full Paper (max. 6 pages), then emails it to ISOES2019Conference@gmail.com by March 30, 2019.
   - The XXXI ISOES Conference Proceedings will be posted on the ISOES website and PDF copy given to ISOES Conference attendees.

B. International Journal of Industrial Ergonomics (IJIE) Special Issue Edition – Timeline (TBD)
   - Selected manuscripts from the conference presenters (who paid registration) will be published as a special issue subject to the IJIE Peer Review process requirements.
   - The presenters are encouraged to submit their full-length manuscripts to the Special Issue.
   - It should be noted that, all of the selected submissions will again go through IJIE Peer Review process (The authors must comply with the IJIE Guide for Authors: https://www.elsevier.com/journals/international-journal-of-industrial-ergonomics/01698141/guide-for-authors . Email to: ISOES2019Conference@gmail.com.

Questions regarding any of the above should be sent to ISOES Conference Committee at: ISOES2019Conference@gmail.com.